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Pelvic Floor Mapping – a process where explore the pelvicPelvic Floor Mapping – a process where explore the pelvic
floor and note any points of tension. The intention is to use thefloor and note any points of tension. The intention is to use the
pads of your two fingers to feel and massage the floor of yourpads of your two fingers to feel and massage the floor of your
pelvis, noting and recording sensations.pelvis, noting and recording sensations.  

If self massage and masturbation are new for you, you mayIf self massage and masturbation are new for you, you may
choose to wait to work more in depth until you feel that youchoose to wait to work more in depth until you feel that you
are comfortable exploring the pelvic floor muscles in this way.are comfortable exploring the pelvic floor muscles in this way.

Please be sure you are fully comfortable with this practicePlease be sure you are fully comfortable with this practice
before beginning.before beginning.

Pelvic Floor Sacred SpacePelvic Floor Sacred Space

It is necessary that all self massage and exploration of theIt is necessary that all self massage and exploration of the
sacred portal be conducted in a safe and sacred space. Yousacred portal be conducted in a safe and sacred space. You
may choose to clear the energetic space by burningmay choose to clear the energetic space by burning
sage, palo santo. You can create a ceremony with flowers,sage, palo santo. You can create a ceremony with flowers,
oils, crystals and music that makes you feel held andoils, crystals and music that makes you feel held and  
  connected.connected.

The intention of pelvic floor mapping is to begin detectingThe intention of pelvic floor mapping is to begin detecting
areas of numbness, pain, resistance or emotional response.areas of numbness, pain, resistance or emotional response.
Following on, is a Guide inspired by "Following on, is a Guide inspired by "Wild Feminine” by TamiWild Feminine” by Tami
Lynn Kent.Lynn Kent.  

You can choose to draw a circle in your journal and thenYou can choose to draw a circle in your journal and then
divide it to make 4 quadrants (below). Make sure you note thedivide it to make 4 quadrants (below). Make sure you note the
clitoris at the top and the anus at the bottom of the circle soclitoris at the top and the anus at the bottom of the circle so
that you are able to indicate where you feel certain sensations.that you are able to indicate where you feel certain sensations.
Mapping the pelvic floor, just like journaling on a ritualisticMapping the pelvic floor, just like journaling on a ritualistic
basis can help us to determine the way in which our emotionalbasis can help us to determine the way in which our emotional
state impacts our pelvic floorstate impacts our pelvic floor

For example, I hold tension in my Left (receiving side), relatingFor example, I hold tension in my Left (receiving side), relating
to honouring my own wishes and dreams and trading theseto honouring my own wishes and dreams and trading these
out, suppressing trauma related to my womb.out, suppressing trauma related to my womb.  
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Learn Your Pelvic Tension Points InspiredLearn Your Pelvic Tension Points Inspired
by “Wild Feminine” by Tami Lynn Kentby “Wild Feminine” by Tami Lynn Kent
  
Anterior-Quadrant Pelvic TensionAnterior-Quadrant Pelvic Tension: Where is Your Fear?: Where is Your Fear?
Relates to issue surrounding fearRelates to issue surrounding fear
Reflection Questions:Reflection Questions:
What are you holding the tension of your anterior pelvis?What are you holding the tension of your anterior pelvis?
What fears do you have regarding your female body orWhat fears do you have regarding your female body or
creative vitality?creative vitality?
How would you live if you released those fears?How would you live if you released those fears?
  
Left -Quadrant Pelvic Tension:Left -Quadrant Pelvic Tension: What are you Receiving? What are you Receiving?
Relates to issue with receiving something into the body or lifeRelates to issue with receiving something into the body or life
that creates conflict with the feminine selfthat creates conflict with the feminine self
Reflection Questions:Reflection Questions:  
What are you holding in the tension of the left side of yourWhat are you holding in the tension of the left side of your
pelvis?pelvis?
What are your receiving that you would rather not?What are your receiving that you would rather not?
What would your life look like if you honored your ownWhat would your life look like if you honored your own
wishes?wishes?
  
Posterior-Quadrant Pelvic TensionPosterior-Quadrant Pelvic Tension: Where is Your Support?: Where is Your Support?
Directly in front of the sacrum; relates to support issuesDirectly in front of the sacrum; relates to support issues
Reflection Questions:Reflection Questions:
What are you holding in the tension of your posterior pelvis?What are you holding in the tension of your posterior pelvis?
What is support to you? How do you want to be supported inWhat is support to you? How do you want to be supported in
your life?your life?
What other types of support would you like to create forWhat other types of support would you like to create for
yourself? Can you receive this support?yourself? Can you receive this support?
  
Right-Quadrant Pelvic TensionRight-Quadrant Pelvic Tension: Where are You Bold?: Where are You Bold?
Relates to issues of stepping out into the worldRelates to issues of stepping out into the world
Reflection QuestionsReflection Questions::
What are you holding in the tension in your right pelvis?What are you holding in the tension in your right pelvis?
What are you presently creating in the outer world?What are you presently creating in the outer world?
What else does your feminine spirit desire to create?What else does your feminine spirit desire to create?
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